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parents with an IQ in the 70-79 Tange are
"'unlikely to provide adequate parenting";
or that if there is wide subtest variability on
the Wechsler scales "it can be assumed that
such an individual will be found to be
grossly ineffective in some aspects of
behaviour or judgement"; or that most
delinquency occurs "under conditions of
socioeconomic deprivation" or that
delinquents often show "a subtle neuro-
logical impairment". On the other hand,
some of the other chapters (such as those on
sexual abuse and on the child as a witness)
provide useful guidelines. A book of this
kind fulfils a much needed role and in some
respects this volume serves the purpose
very well. However, it is too mixed in
quality to give it an unreservedly positive
recommendation.

MICHAEL RUTTER

A Manual of Electro-encephalographic
Technology. By CD Binnie, AJ Rowan and
TH Gutter. (Pp 363; £30 hardback; £11 95
paper.) Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1982.

At long last, here is another book dealing
with all aspects of EEG technology. This
book covers all the topics that the standard
work "EEG Technology" by Cooper
Osselton and Shaw and adds a very useful
chapter on the EEG and its clinical use,
covering the normal EEG, EEG abnor-
malities and the uses and abuses of the
EEG. I particularly recommend this last
section to all medical students and junior
doctors, as it settles the question of when an
EEG is helpful in the care of a patient.
The layout of the book is excellent,

although perhaps Chapter 8, on artefacts
and interference in EEG recording should
have preceeded Chapter 7 on supple-
mentary recording procedures, but this
is a very minor point and the figures and
illustrations are clear and precise. Chapter
7.2 on intermittant photic stimulation (IPS)
is the most controversial section in this
otherwise reliable manual. I question the
author's statement that the use of
continuous IPS over a period with the flash
rate slowly being increased and decreased
cannot usually produce photic following
(even taking into account the non-linearity
of many photic stimulators). I do not share
their belief that photic stimulation is a
procedure "usually well-tolerated" by
patients, and think that prolonging the
procedure in order to produce the exact
frequency at which patients are photo-
sensitive is unnecessary and better-suited to
the research laboratory than the average

hospital EEG department. Hi
thoroughly recommend this
comprehensive and very read
EEG technology and it is not li
expensive for the hospital de
technicians.
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G WADDELL

Seminars in Neurological Surgery: Lumbar
Disc Disease. Edited by RW Hardy. (Pp
344; $47.12.) New York: Raven Press,
1982.

This is one of a new series of multi-author
books on topics of neurosurgical interest
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